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ABSTRACT
The absolute calibration of the Arizona Photometry, which now consists of photometric data in 12 wavelength bands

ranging from 0.36 n in the ultraviolet to 13.1 p in the infrared, has been derived. This calibration may be used to compute
the absolute fluxes for objects that have been measured on the system.

I. Introduction

T1 he absolute calibration of the multicolor photometric work that is now under way at the Uni
versity of Arizona is needed for many uses of the
data. This calibration, which we have already used
in several investigations (Johnson 1964a, 1964b,
Mitchell 1964), is given here along with a description
of the procedures used for its derivation. We have not
actually made any absolute measures in our work,
but, instead, have relied upon published absolute
measures of the Sun and other stars.

2. Standards Used
The absolute measures upon which our calibra

tion is based are, for the Sun, from Saiedy (1960) and
Allen (1963); for the stars, from Code (1960) and
Stebbins and Kron (1964). The stellar data of Code
and of Stebbins and Kron may be used directly since
we have also measured most of their stars. In order
to use the solar data, it is necessary to know the solar
values on the Arizona Photometric System. We have
not actually measured the Sun, so it is necessary to
infer its colors from the work of Stebbins and Kron
(1957) and Kron (1963). We have observed nine of
the ten stars which Kron compared with the Sun;
our data for these stars are listed in Table 1, along
with data for six other G-dwarfs. For U —V, B —V,

V-R, and V —1, the solar values were obtained by
comparing Kron's (1963) data with those of the first
part of Table 1, and then transforming Kron's solar
data to the Arizona System. For V — J, V — K, and
V —L, the solar values were interpolated for G2V
from all of the data in Table 1, with special attention
given to the data for A Aur and A Ser. Kron's data
indicate that these two stars are more like the Sun
in the infrared than are the others. The derived solar
data are listed in Table 2. The values of V—M and
V —N were obtained by interpolation among the
available data, using the shorter-wavelength data of
Table 2 as argument.

3. Derivation of Effective Wavelengths
of Filter Bands

The next step in the calibration procedure was
to derive the effective wavelengths of the several
filter bands. We used as effective wavelength the
quantity:

A« / ; A<£(A)dA

/ :

(1)
<£(A)dA.

where <j> (A) = the relative sensitivity of the
measuring instrument, in
cluding the telescope.
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